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AEWI’RACT 
This paper discusses circularits that preserve quadratic forms or that are metric 
dependent. Several related geometric topics are also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper continues a line of inquiry begun in Davis [4]. Working in the 
complex plane, we call n ordered complex numbers zi, . . . , z,, an n-gun. An 
n-gon will generally be written as a column vector 
z = (w,,...Jy, 
and we shall use the symbol Z to represent either the n-gon or the vector. It 
will make no difference to us whether the numbers zi are distinct or not, or 
whether a simply covered polygon of the “usual’ sort arises by connecting 
zi,i$, . . . ,z,,z, by straight line segments. The zk are the vertices of the n-gon 
Z. 
A matrix of the form 
‘a, a2 . . . a, 
a, a1 
C = circ(a,,aa ,..., a”) = . 
an-1 
. . , 
. . . . 
a2 a3 . . . a, 
0.2) 
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in which the elements of each row are identical to those of the previous row, 
but moved one position to the right and wrapped around, is known as a 
circuht matrix of order n. Circulant matrices are interesting geometrically 
and simple to handle algebraically, inasmuch as practically every matrix-the- 
oretic question can be resolved for them in “simple closed form.” For a brief 
resume of the salient features of circulants, see Davis [4]. 
If C is a circulant and Z is an n-gon, then 
z^ = CZ (1.3) 
will be called a cyclic t~umfmtim of Z. In this paper, we deal almost 
exclusively with such transformations. 
It is convenient to have available the following special matrices: 
II= 
F* = 
il= 
circ(0,1,0,0 )...) 0) (1.4) 
1 
F[ ,(i-N-1) 1, 
27ri 
n w =expn’ 
(1.5) 
diag(l,w,w2 ,..., wn-l). (1.6) 
In (1.5) we use the asterisk * to designate the conjugate transpose. The 
permutation matrix II operating on Z causes a cyclic shift in its components. 
F is the matrix of the discrete Fourier trmsfbrm. It is unitary and diagona- 
&es all circulunts. More specifically, let C = circ(a,, a2,. . . , a,). Then, 
C = F*hF, P-7) 
where 
A = diag(X,,h,, . . . , A,J, 
Ak = p(wk-‘), k=12 3 ,...,n, 
and 
p(z) = a, + a,.2 + . . . + u,z”_1. 
In particular, we have 
II = F%F. 
(1.8) 
(I-9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
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All circulants commute. 
A circulant is hermitian if and only if its eigenvalues are all real. A 
circulant is unitary if and only if its eigenvalues are all of modulus unity. 
2. QUADRATIC FORMS 
By a quadratic form in Z is meant 
Q(Z) = z*p, (2.1) 
where Q is square of order n. In this paper, Q till be limited to be a 
hermitian circuht. Recall that a quadratic form is called definite if Q(Z) > 
0 for all ZZO, semi-definite if Q(Z) > 0 for all Z, and indefinite if Q(Z) > 0 
and Q(Z)<0 are both possible. 
In view of (1.7) it is particularly easy to exhibit such a quadratic form as a 
sum of squares. We have 
Q(Z) = Z*QZ = Z*F*AFZ = (FZ)*A(z%), (2.2) 
where A is the diagonal of (real) eigenvalues of Q. 
We single out three quadratic forms for special treatment. The selection 
91 = I (2.3) 
leads to the quadratic form 
which can be called the mmwnt of inertia of the n-gon about the origin, 
Consider next 
D = I- II = circ(1, -l,O,O ,..., 0). (2.5) 
Since DZ=(z,-~,z,-z,,...,z,-z,) ‘, D is a cyclic differencing matrix. One 
has 
(DZ)*(DZ) = Z*(D*D)Z = k$l Iz~+~ - zk12, (2.6) 
(zn+l=3). 
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Thus, the selection 
Qz = D*D = (I-n)*(I-n) = 21- r~ - r~* (2.7) 
leads to the sum of the squares of the lengths of the sides of the n-gon. 
Using Dk=(Z-II)k, k=2,3 ,..., one obtains higher cyclic differences. 
Finally, we introduce the area of the n-gon in a form which may be less 
familiar. 
Let 2 = (z,,za, .. . , zJT be an n-gon with vertices at z, = x, + iyk, k = 
1 , . . . , n. Since the area of the triangle with vertices at the points 0, zi, zj + 1 is 
&Y~+~-~~+~ YJ = ++pi+J~ (2.8) 
it follows that the oriented area (or signed area) A of the n-gon 2 is given by 
A = $Im 2 zizi+i, (z,,+i=zi). (2.9) 
j=l 
Since II2 = (q,,z,, . . . , z,, .z,)T, it follows that 
A = ~ImZ*IIZ 
= ;.+Jz*IIz-z*rIz) 
= & [ z*nz-(z*nz)*] 
= ~(z*m- z*rI*z) 
= z*( qyz. (2.10) 
Thus the selection 
Q3 =A(-*) (2.11) 
leads to the oriented area of the n-gon. 
The matrix Qi=Z is hermitian definite. Qs=D*D=(Z-II)*(Z-II) is 
hermitian semi-definite, while Q3 = (1/4i)(II - II*) is hermitian indefinite. 
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The eigenvalues of Qa and Qs are easily exhibited; we have D = Z - II = 
F*F-F%F=F*(Z-!TJ)F.Thus, 
Qz = F*(Z-!d*)FF*(Z-ti)F 
= F*(Z-n)(Z-fi)F. (2.12) 
Therefore the eigenvalues + of Qs are the diagonal elements of the diagonal 
matrix (I-a)(Z-Q). Hence, 
Aj 2= (l-g-‘)(1-&l) 
=/l-w i-112 2 0, i = 1,2 ,..., 12. 
Similarly, 
Q3 =-&-~*)=-$F*QF-F*~~F) 
= F*i(a-ij)F= F*(iImti)F. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
The eigenvalues 4 of Q3 are therefore 
A. = +wi-l= 
1 i sin 
274-l) i 
n ’ 
=12 12. , ,.*.> (2.15) 
They are therefore of mixed sign, and Q3 is hermitian indefinite. 
(For inequalities related to these quadratic forms and eigenvalues, see 
Schoenberg [6], Fan, Taussky and Todd [5], Shisha [7].) 
3. SOME ELEMENTARY THEOREMS OF PLANE GEOMETRY 
Consider, by way of inspiration, several theorems from very elementary 
plane geometry. Let 2 be a triangle and let &,a be its midpoint triangle; i.e., 
the vertices of Z1,2 are the mid points of the sides of 2. Then, 
area Z ii2 = + areaZ. (3.1) 
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If one writes 2 = (z,,z,,zJr, then 
(3.2) 
that is, Z,,, is obtained from Z by a cyclic transformation. If instead of 
taking the midpoints one divides the sides of the triangle cyclically into the 
ratio s : 1 - s, then one deals with the transformation 
zs = circ(s,t,O)Z, s+t=l, s,treal. (3.3) 
It can be shown that 
area Z, = (3s’ - 3s + 1) area Z (3.4) 
independently of Z. Note also from (3.4) that min,]area Zs] occurs for s = i, 
i.e., for the midpoint triangle. 
Consider a second group of theorems of plane geometry, somewhat less 
elementary, which go by the name of “Napoleon’s theorems.” (See, e.g., 
Coxeter and Greitzer [3], Davis [4].) Let Z be an arbitrary triangle. On the 
sides of Z as bases, erect equilateral triangles. Do it either outwardly from 2 
or inwardly toward Z. Then the three centers of the equilateral triangles are 
the vertices of an equilateral triangle. These two equilateral triangles are 
known as the outer Napoleon triangle and the inner Napoleon triangle for 2. 
The difference of their areas equals the area of Z. 
To what extent do these specific ideas carry over to n-gons? Some 
answers will be found in Davis [4]. 
4. THEOREMS ON AREA OF n-GONS 
Unless otherwise noted, the word area will mean oriented area, for which 
we have the neat formula 
4iA = Z*(II-II*)Z. (4-l) 
If the n-gon Z undergoes the transformation 
i = MZ, (4.2) 
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where M is any square matrix of order n, then with an obvious notation 
4ik = (MZ)*(II-II*) 
= Z*[M*(II-II*)M]Z. (4.3) 
Note the action of a few simple selections of M. If we select M = II, the 
labeling of the vertices of the n-gon is merely advanced by one. Now, 
lI*(Il- II*)lI = II*@ - III*% = lI - II*, so, as expected, area is preserved. 
Suppose we select 
MCI’= 
1 0 ..# 0 0 
0 0 . . . 0 1 
0 0 . . . 1 0 
. . . . . . . . 
b i . . . 0 b 
J 
(4.4) 
Since zI=rZ=(x,,x,,z,_, ,..., zs)‘, the n-gon z^ is traversed in reverse order 
from Z. NOW r = r*, and r2 = rI’* = 1. Also, as is easily shown, IIT = rII* = 
anti-identity, so that 
r*(n - n*)r = r*nr - r*n*r 
=r*rn*-nrr=n*-n 
= -(II-rI*). 
Hence, as anticipated, the oriented area suffers a change in sign. 
Finally, if we select M=aZ, a=constant, then M*(II-II*)M=~u)~(II- 
II*), so that the area is multiplied by 1~1’. 
One should observe that a non-degenerate n-gon may have zero 
(oriented) area. For example, if .z i,5s,x3,z4 are the vertices of a square in 
counterclockwise order, then zi,z,,~,,z, is a 4-gon with zero area. 
Such an n-gon will be called a null n-gon. 
In what follows, we wish to pass from an identity in a quadratic form 
Q(Z) to an identity in its matrix Q. This is governed by the following: 
THEOREM. Let M and N be square matrices 
elements, and suppose that 
Z*MZ = Z*NZ 
of order n with complex 
(4.5) 
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for all complex vectors Z. Then M = N. 
Note that this theorem is false if (4.5) holds only for real Z. Since 
elementary texts rarely give this result, it may be useful to go through a proof 
of it. 
First, the well-known 
LEMMA. Let Q be real and square, and U a real column. Then UTQU= 
Oforall UifandonlyifQ=-Q ‘, i.e., if and only if Q is skew symmetric. 
Proof. (a) Let Q= -QT. If (Y= U’QU, then aT=~=UTQTU= 
U’(-Q)U= --(Y. Therefore a(=O. 
(b) Let UTQU=O for all (real) U. Write Q= Qi + Qs, where Qi is 
symmetric and Qs is skew symmetric. Then, for all U, 
U=QU = U=Q,U + U=QJJ = U=Q,U = 0. 
Since Qi is symmetric, we have for some orthogonal P and real diagonal 
matrix A that Q1 = PTAP. Therefore for all real U, UTPTAPU = 
(PU)=A(PU). Write PU= (zii,. . . ,2i,), A =diag(h,, . . . ,A,,). Then we have 
~~EIhk(r’&)z=O for all (ui ,..., u,), and hence for all (a, ,..., z&J. This clearly 
implies&=O,fork=1,2 ,..., n. Hence Qi = 0 and Q = Qs is skew symmetric. 
n 
LEMMA. Let M be a square matrix with complex elements, and let Z be 
a column with complex elements. Then 
Z*MZ = 0 
for all compltz Z if and only if M =O. 
Proof. (a) The “if’ is trivial. 
(b) “Only if’. Write Z = X + iY, M = R + is, where X, Y, R, S are all real. 
Then, we are given 
(X*-iY*)(R+iS)(X+iY) = 0 forallrealX,Y. (4.6) 
Select Y =O. Then, X*(R + iS)X=O for all real X, or X*RX=O and X*SX= 
0. Therefore, by the first lemma, R and S must be skew symmetric: 
R + R ’ = 0, S + ST = 0. Expanding the product on the left side of (4.6), we 
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obtain 
X*RX + iX*RY + ix*sx - x*sy - iY*RX + Y*RY + y*sx + iy*sy. 
In view of the skew symmetry of R and S, together with the first lemma, we 
have X*RX=X*SX=Y*RY=Y*SY=O. Therefore, we have for ah real 
X, Y, 
(Y"SX-x*sy) + i(x*RY- Y*RX) = 0, 
or 
y*sx = x*sy 
= y*s*x 
and 
X*RY = Y*RX 
= x*fi*y. 
Thus, for ah real X,Y, X*(R-R*)Y=O and Y*(S-S*)X=O. Selecting X 
and Y as appropriate unit vectors (0,. . . ,O, LO,. . .,O), this teUs us that 
R-R*=0 and S-S*=O. But R*=R*=--R and S*=S*= -S; therefore 
R=S=OandM=O. W 
The proof of the main theorem now follows, since Z*MZ = Z* NZ is 
equivalent to Z*(M-N)Z=O. 
5. AREA THEOREMS, CONTINUED 
Let Z designate an n-gon with vertices zi, and Z = (z,,z,, . . , ,z,)*. Let 
c = circ(s, t,o,. . ,o), (5.1) 
where s + t = 1; s, t real. Let Z, designate the n-gon where 
z, = cz. (5.2) 
(See Fig. 1.) 
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FIG. 1. 
THEOREM. Exclude the trivial cases s = 0 ur s = 1. 
(a) For n = 3,4, and only for these cases, we have 
area 2, = p( s, n) * area Z, (5.3) 
where p is a constant which depends only on s and n, and is independent of 
(b) As s varies in - co <s< 00, areaZ, is either constant or bus an 
extreme value at s=+. 
Proof. We have C= sI+ tn, so that from (4.3), 
4iareaZ, = Z*(d+ tII)*(II-II*)(sZ+tII)Z. 
Now a slight calculation shows that 
(sz+ trI)*(rI-rI*)(sz+ trI) 
= (s2+P)(n-II*) + st(r12-rI*2) 
= (s2 - s)B + 4iQ3, (5.4) 
where 
B = 2(rI-rI*)+n *2 - r12 = (n-rI*)(2z-rr-rI*) 
= (R-IT*)(Z-n)(Z-II)* = 4iQ2Q3 (5.5) 
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and 
Q2 = (I-II)(Z-II*), 
II-II* 
Q3=7. 
Thus, 
areaZ, = Z*[(s2-s)Q2Q3+Q3]Z. (5.6) 
Part (a). It follows from the theorem of Sec. 4 that areaZ, = p(s, n) * 
areaZ, independently of Z, if and only if 
b2-4Q2Q~ + 
Using (1. ll), (5.7) is true if and only if 
Qs = PQZ. (5.7) 
(,%)(2Z-~-~)(51-~) = p(!&H), 
or 
[(z-p)z-~-~]I(~-~) = 0 P with p=- 
S2-S’ 
(5.8) 
This is equivalent to 
(2-p)(SG) = (G+!3)(O-Q) = ti2 - P, (5.9) 
or 
(2-p)(w’-q = (wi+q(wi-q for j=O,l,..., n-l. 
(5.10) 
Now wi - Wi = 0 if and only if w i is real, so that (5.10) is equivalent to the 
following statement. If J is the set of indices 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 for which w i is not 
real, then 
Rewi=l+ constant, j E J. (5.11) 
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This is clearly fulfilled for n =3,4 and only for these values. 
Part (b). Refer to (5.6). If Z*QsQaZ = 0, then area& = Z*QaZ = areaZ, 
independently of s. However, if Z*QsQsZ#O, then areaZ, is quadratic in s 
and has a maximum or a minimum at s = f , independently of Z. H 
It should be observed that if Z is a convex polygon, then in virtue of the 
geometric construction of Z,, one has clearly lareaZ,l < IareaZ 1 for 0 <s < 1. 
Hence in this case Z* QsQsZ # 0, and the extreme value of the area of Z, 
occurs at s=$. 
The quadratic form 4iZ*Q,Q,Z=Z*(Z-II)*(II-Il*)(Z-II)Z which 
appears above is interesting in its own right. The eigenvalue analysis (5.8)- 
(5.11) can be interpreted as saying that for n =3,4, and only for these dues, 
Q2Qz and Q3 are dependent, i.e., QsQs and Qa are nonzero multiples of one 
another. 
A short computation shows the “if” part: For n =3, we have II* = II’, 
II3 = I, so that 
4i.Q,Q3=2(II-112)+1-14-112=3(11-1112) =3(&ll*) 
= 3 x 4iQ3. 
For n = 4, we have II* = 113, II4 = Z, so that 
Thus, for n =3,4 and only for these cases, Z*Q2Q3Z#0 if and only if 
Z*QsZ#O; that is, if and only if areaZ#O. 
In the general case, though, 
4i*Z*Q2Q3Z = Z*(Z-l-I)*(II-II*)(Z-II)Z 
=[(I-n)z]*(n-n*)[(z-rI)Z]. 
Thus, we have the geometric interpretation: 
Z*Q,Q,Z=O if and only if the n-gon (I-II)Z=DZ is a null n-gem. 
As opposed to the cases n = 3,4, for n = 5 (and very likely for n > 5) we 
can have n-gons that are non-null and such that area Z, is constant as s 
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varies. This is a geometric curiosity and a distinction between 3,4-gons and 
those with more vertices. 
THEOREM. For n =5, we can find a Z such that 
Z*QzQ,Z = 0 and Z*Q3Z # 0. (5.12) 
Proof. We work in the Fourier-transformed space, so set 
U=FZ or Z=F*U (5.13) 
The conditions (5.12) are seen by (2.12), (2.14) to be equivalent to finding a 
U such that simultaneously 
U*(3-~)(z-~)(z-Q)u = 0 (5.14) 
and 
Since (s2 - n)(Z- Q)(Z- 52) =2(52-n) + (@ - @), (5.14) can be written as 
2u*(L?-Qu = u*(P-@)u # 0. (5.15) 
Now 
C! - Q = 2idiag(2sin$rj), 
Q2 - fj2 = 2idiag(2sin 44), 
1 ’ = O,l)...) 4. 
Write U = (uo,u1,u2,u3, 2~~)~; then (5.15) is equivalent to 
(5.16) 
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Write 
Iu$ = pi > 0, j = O,l)...) 4, 
u = singr > 0, 7 = sin$vr > 0, 
sinza = -7, singr = -a. 
Note: a>r. 
The problem is therefore reduced to finding pi > 0 such that 
2( Plu + P2r - p37 - p4a) = plr - p2a + p3a - p4r # 0. 
Select pl = 0. Then from the equality in (5.17), 
(5.17) 
P2 = P3 + yP49 
2u-r 
where v = - 
a+27 > O* 
Then 
plr-p2u+p30--p4r= -(uv+r)p4= ‘2 
u2+2r2 
( 1 
(7+27 p,. 
If, therefore, we select p, = 0; p3 > 0, otherwise arbitrary; p4 > 0, otherwise 
arbitrary; p2 = p3 + vp,; then we satisfy (5.17). Then, select any u, with 
uk = 1 pkj2, k = 1,2,3,4. Finally, 2 = F* U does the trick. n 
6. CIRCULANTS PRESERVING QUADRATIC FORMS 
Let Q(z) = Z,*QZ be a fixed quadratic form, and for M, a square matrix 
of order n, let 2 = MZ be a transformation of the n-gon Z. Then 
Q(Z) = (MZ)*Q(MZ) = Z*(M*QM)Z. 
If we require that for all Z, 
Q(z^) = vQ(Z), p > 0, (64 
where the constant p = p(M) may depend on M but is independent of Z, 
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then, as we have seen previously, this is equivalent to the equation 
M*QM = /JQ. (6.2) 
For general complex M, and Q indefinite, representations of M are 
difficult to obtain.’ Rather less difficult is the case where all the square 
matrices involved are circulants (or for that matter, the case where all are 
simultaneously diagonalizable). For M, Q circulants, write M = F*AMF, Q = 
F*AOF, where AM and A0 are the diagonal matrices of the eigenvalues of M 
and Q respectively. Then (6.2) is equivalent to 
A,Tii,Aq = /LAG. (6.3) 
If AM =diag(&r,. . .,A& b =diag()h,, . . . ,A,), then (6.3) is equivalent to 
Let 1, designate the subset of { 1,2,. . . ,n} for which b#O. Then the 
solution of (6.4) is given by 
&, = p1/2eiBf, dj arbitrary, jEIO’ 
AM/ is arbitrary, j@.JQ. (6.5) 
We shall write this representation in a form which may be somewhat 
more suggestive. Assume that Q has p zero eigenvalues, 0 < p <n, and n - p 
nonzero eigenvalues. We have FMF* =AM, so that for an appropriate 
permutation matrix P (depending on Q), we have 
PFMF*P* = PAMP* = (I&CBSp, 
where 
with the 8”s arbitrary, and where SP is an arbitrary diagonal matrix. The 
symbol @ designates the direct sum. 
‘See, however, Wedderbum [8] and references given there. 
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Let Fk, k=0,1,2 ,..., n, designate the discrete Fourier matrix of order k. 
(F,,=F; F,=the “empty” matrix.) Then (F~_PG3FP)*=F~_PG3F~, and F,,_P 
Cl3 F, is unitary. Hence, 
M = F*p*(Fn_,~~,)(~n*_,~~~)(~~-~~s~) (F,_,@F,)(F:_,@F;)~F 
= F*p*(F,_,@FP)(F,*_,@~-P~~_P@~;~P~P)(~;_P~~;)~~ 
= Tr(F,*_p~~_pFfl_,~~pS,F,)~, 
where 
T = (F,*_,@F;)PF, (6.6) 
is unitary and depends only on Q. 
Now, a circulant is unitary if and only if its eigenvalues are all of modulus 
1. For let C= F*AF, where A is the diagonal of the eigenvalues of the 
circulant C. Then CC* = C* C = F*AxF = I if and only if Ax = I. Hence 
F,*-,@?I-,4-p = CL1’2F,*_,diag(eie1,...,e’B”-P)F,_p 
= y1/2vn_p, 
where V, _ p is an arbitrary unitary circulant. Also Fp* SP F = p ‘/VP, where Cp 
is an arbitrary circulant. Thus, we may exhibit the solution of (6.2) in the 
form 
M = /A~‘“~*(V,_~@$,)T, (6.7) 
where Vn_p is an arbitray unitary circuht of order n - p and S,, is an 
arbitrary circulunt of oroh p. 
If we specialize this discussion to the case CL= 1, Q= Qa = (1/4i)(lI- 
II*), then we shah be dealing with cyclic transformations that are n-gon area 
preserving (or uniformly area expanding if p# 1). The work of Sec. 5 
discusses those transformations of form sZ+ tII, s, t real, which have this 
property* 
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7. CIRCULANTS DEPENDENT WITH RESPECT TO A METRIC 
Let Q,M,,..., Mp be square matrices of order n. We shall say that the Mk 
are dependent with respect to Q if and only if there exist constants ok, not all 
zero, such that 
P 
2 akM; QMk = 0. 
k=l 
(7-I) 
If the Q and the M are all circulants, and if 
Q = F*AqF, Mk = F*A,F, k = 1,2 ,..., p, (7.2) 
where A, and A, are the diagonal matrices of the eigenvahies of Q and Mk 
respectively, then (7.1) is equivalent to 
Write A, = diag(&,J and AMk = diag(&J; then (7.3) is equivalent to 
(7.3) 
Let .To designate the subset of { 1,2,. . . , n} for which b #O. Then (7.4) is 
equivalent to the existence of constants ok, not all zero, such that 
EXAMPLE. The special case of (7.1) 
M;QM, + M;QM, = Q (7.6) 
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(7.7) 
NAPOLEON’S THEOREM. Let Z be an arbitrary triangle. Let Z, and Z, 
designate the outer and inner Napoleon triangles of Z, respectively. Then, as 
mentioned in Sec. 3, 
jareaZ,l - IareaZrI = IareaZ I. (7.8) 
To put this identity into the present framework, note that in Davis [4], it 
has been shown that 
Z, = N,Z and Z, = N,Z, (7.9) 
where 
N, = 5 circ( 1 - w2, 1 - W, 0), 
Nr = icirc(l-w,l-W2,0), (7.10) 
w = expgri. 
However, note that Z, is traced out in the same sense as Z, whereas Zi is 
traced out in the opposite sense. Thus, (7.8) becomes 
area Z, + area Z, = area Z. (7.11) 
Now select Q = Qa = (1/4i)(ll- ll*), w h ose eigenvalues are f sin 2a( j - 
l), j=l,2 ,..., n. Since n=3, Jo= {2,3}. Now, 
Thus, (7.7) is fulfilled, establishing (7.11). 
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